
Strategic marketing solution for 
retail networks 
Custom and specific analysis for shop owners and 
company decision makers. Actionable graphics: high 
interactivity with data and user friendly interface. 
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DataExpress 
Advanced Analytics Dashboard for Retail 

 

Actionable and interactive 
graphs 

Responsive interface 

CLOUD BASED 
Amazon AWS, Google Computer 

Engine ...

~ 1000 POS 

~ 2M PRODUCTS 

~ 800M SALES ROWS

#

Main features 
‣ Sellout  analysis 
‣ Category 

management 
‣ Promotional campaign 

analysis 
‣ Timeseries forecast for 

sellin/sellout data 
‣ Item-tree classification 
‣ Geomarketing 
‣ Logistic services 
‣ Clustering analysis 

and data exploration 
‣ Automatic ad hoc 

reports 
‣ Price tracking



Standard BI KPI 

Promotional campaign 
analysis 
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Impact analysis of price reduction on the sellout variation of a small subset of items. BEP 
(break even point) computation under 
rebate corporate policy. Comparison 
of the promotional campaign inside 
the sub-network of the affiliates and 
to the whole market.

Sellout monitoring, comparable with 
different periods, the market and similar 
entities in the network (see clustering 
analysis below) 

Segmentation monitoring along the item-
tree classification (focus, comparison and 
interactive drilldown) 

Identification of key features and 
positioning of the POS in the network 

Price tracking comparison (inside cluster 
and or geographical region) 

Receipt analysis  

Standard BCG analysis
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Advanced profit margin algorithms using sellin/sellout and stock inventory 

Advanced KPI with predictive models

Time-series forecast applied on the 
sellin-sellout achievements on a subset 

of items/categories 

Advanced tools for item-tree 
classification exploration 

(up to 10k items) 



Category Management  
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Possibility to create a specific market and 
sets of competitors using different features 
(geographical position, class of income, 
specific clusters), compare two time 
interval. Within the CM dashboard, the 
user can extract information at different 
levels of the item-tree classification 
(category, segment, item) and prepare 
automatically ad-hoc reports used for ante 
and post CM reorganization of the POS. 

Geomarketing and logistic Customers profiling (from 
statistical data) using isochrones 
(5-10 minutes by foot/car)  

Amenities analysis (competitors, 
etc...) using Google API 

Optimization/simulation and 
inspection of POS cargo delivery 
(TSP, time optimization) for 
delivery fleet 

Experimental (geographical 
diffusion visualization of key/
strategical items) 

Geographical distribution of key/
strategical items 



Simulation tools 
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Cluster exploration trhough  

Interactive biclustering 

navigation (each row 

represents a POS, each 

column a variable). A 

hierarchical clustering 

algorithm regroups similar 

POS and similar features. 

 

Clustering analysis and identification of 
similar POS in the network 

Market interactive simulator

Contacts 
Cesare Furlanello 

furlan@fbk.eu  
+39 0461 314 580
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